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Market Outlook
We maintain our view that Japanese stock markets will rise gently towards the end of the year.

Supply chain bottlenecks that have hampered earnings recoveries of domestic manufacturers for

months are finally turning for the better. Corporate earnings for the FY2022 should break the past

record as manufacturers centering on automobile makers are expected to ramp up production to

make up the lost ground. While details of large-scale fiscal expenditures are still unknown, they

are also likely to boost GDP in Japan and stock prices in turn. China's Manufacturing PMI

readings turned up in November, showing the bottoming out of the local economy. We think

domestic stocks are now undervalued with lower P/E ratios following the recent stock price

declines.

What remains to be seen is whether the new Omicron strain will wreak havoc on the global

economy as with the Delta strain, forcing us to restrain economic activities. Manufacturers of

leading vaccines against the coronavirus appear to be already examining the efficacy of their

products against the Omicron variant, saying the results should be available within two weeks.

According to experts, the Omicron strain is highly contagious but unlikely to produce severe

symptoms. It seems drug-makers can ride it out by improving existing vaccines and oral drugs.

Stock prices may fluctuate wildly in the short-term due to increases in new infections and fresh

announcements on social-mobility restrictions in many countries. That said, neither another

declaration of the state of emergency nor the collapse of medical system is likely in Japan at this

moment with a limited impact of the Omicron variant on the economy, leaving little room for stock

prices to fall.

The FOMC is expected to discuss whether the Fed should move up its tapering plan or not when

it meets on 14-15 December. However, the pace of rate hikes should be slow due to two reasons

below. First, we believe inflation rates will start to decline from the current high level in the middle

of 2022. Second, employment is unlikely to return to the pre-pandemic level within 2022. Should

concerns about the Omicron variant emerge, central banks will adhere to loose monetary policies

and in the meantime, equity market, particularly growth stocks should advance on expectations of

continued policies support under a low-interest rate environment.

Overweight sectors (largest shown first): Underweight sectors (largest shown first):

Materials Industrials

Information Technology Consumer Staples

Financials Real Estate

While the global economy temporarily slowed down, it is expected to return to an expansionary
trend toward the first half of 2022 thanks to fiscal policies by each government and recoveries of
production in the manufacturing industry. We will maintain a bullish stance toward cyclical
sectors, centering on manufacturing and financial industries, thus remaining overweight in
Information Technology and Materials. We will maintain our policy to build the portfolio with
names that are likely to enjoy earnings growths toward the FY2021 and FY2022, as well as those
whose valuation levels can be adjusted as a core. We will invest in stocks that are expected to
achieve sales growths toward the FY2022, such as manufacturers of servers and automotive
semiconductors as well as software stocks that will benefit from increased digital investment by
businesses and governments. On the other hand, we take underweight positions in Industries
and Consumer Staples given their relatively weak earnings and high valuations.

Investment Strategy

Sectors shown are GICS 11 sectors.
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